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Run your entire business in one ERP solution
Do you want to work on innovative projects and be a part of a great team?
Contact us

Why should I choose Addaris ERP?
4in1
You get an e-shop, website, blog, and portal for your customers. You can handle your inventory, back office, and other processes all on one ERP system.

SaaS solution
The system can be opened on a web browser from any device. We take care of the infrastructure, operation, security, and further development.

Scalability
Support your growth via other branches or by expanding abroad. Install all 20 modules you are going to use, or simply install them all.

Technology
No need to wait, we will implement the entire solution within 3 months. Plus, you won’t run into any technical limitations with us.



Our clients
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Advantages
 of Addaris ERP


 	Thanks to the system of modules, you’ll never outgrow Addaris
	It provides a comprehensive overview of the business management in one application
	SaaS ensures updates, security, and accessibility
	The online application is not dependent on the device
	Multi-company mode allows for other branches to be added domestically and abroad
	Multi-language mode supports up to 15 languages (Czech, Slovak, English)
	Multi-currency mode permits the use of various currencies for selling, purchasing, and invoicing
	It contains processes set to fit best practices
	You can use the adjustment services to tailor your processes
	Perfect customer service






What problems can we solve for you?


 	No time for custom development and your competitors are nipping at your toes?
	Do you have several e-shops and are losing valuable time in the back office?
	Are you lacking a complete overview of all your collected data?
	Are your product catalogues and their versions doubling up?
	Running inventory across multiple e-shops can be a real nightmare.
	Already your complicated processes are nearly unsupervisable.
	Your e-shop grew quickly and your current solution just isn’t cutting it.
	You’ve hit the limits of the presently available technology.





What all do we cover?
[image: CRM]
CRM
Follow along with business opportunities and easily turn leads into customers.

[image: Buy and sell]
Buy and sell
Automate purchases and create offers in just a tenth of the time.

[image: Warehousing]
Warehousing
Digitalize warehouse management with smart scanners and automated activities.

[image: E-commerce]
E-commerce
Easily sell your products online on a connected platform.

[image: Help desk]
Help desk
Whether they write or call in, treat your clients to first-class customer support.

[image: Project management]
Project management
You know who is doing what, what needs to be done, and the benefit it brings.

[image: HR management]
HR management
Manage employee data and corporate communications in one system.

[image: Production]
Production
Take control of the entire production process, everything from the order to the parts list.



How can we start working together?
We will apply your new solution in five steps. Don’t worry about the subsequent development, management, or maintenance, all of that is included in the solution price.
1
Analysis

2
Wireframe and design planning

3
Implementation

4
Customization

5
Testing




Is Addaris ERP suitable for you?


 	Addaris is used by businesses dedicated to production, commerce, customer service, distribution, non-bank services, services, telecommunications, and the food industry.
	We offer 3 editions of Addaris ERP (Star, Galaxy, Universe) that are optimal for small companies and startups as well as multinational corporations.
	The total price for embedding the ERP into your company depends on the number of users and the complexity of the solution. Typically speaking, the price comes in anywhere between hundreds of thousands to millions of Czech crowns.





[image: Customer reference]The collaboration with Orgis was very efficient. After initially understanding our needs and perceiving the specifics of each branch, they designed a process for us that centralizes key information in one place and can be used as a CRM database for a European company, while still respecting local needs. In particular, I would appreciate that they really kept their promises. Of course, new needs and changes arose during the project, but everything was handled very quickly and within the terms and scope promised. We are still using the ERP system and plan to expand it in the coming years.
 — Milan Gazdík — 
CEO, ICG-Capability s.r.o.

Contact us
... so we can get right to work. 
 Your message will go directly to our sales team who will be happy to respond as soon as possible.

Write us











I agree to opt-in to receive marketing communications from OrgisIT

SendBy clicking the button, I agree with the collection and processing of my personal data as described in the Privacy Policy. 

Contact details
[image: phone number] (+420) 739 523 669 
[image: email address] info@orgisit.com 

Billing information
UNIOSO s.r.o.
Nádražní 344/23
150 00 Praha 5 – Smíchov

Business reg: 03379787
VAT: CZ03379787
Account number: 2700666726/2010




Fine-tune your processes, 
 discover appropriate technologies and business solutions or just come for advice - all from one source
Contact us right now
Follow us on social networks![image: ][image: ][image: ]
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